Stimulating

Uplifting

Inspirational

Smile Big

Revitalizing

Invigorating

Blossom

Dance

Renewing

Energizing

Praise

Love

Choose from one of these motivational themes or create materials to
perfectly reflect the flavor of your event.

Making Diamonds out of Dust
Cancer! I Spit in Your Face!
The Story of The Red Hot Mamas Impossible Reality
Creativity: The Key to Personal Fulfillment
Red Hot Hospitality
Ageism: Indiscriminate Discrimination
Through Dark Nights Into Springtime
Get Your Sparkle On!
The Love That Keeps on Giving
You Are an Overcomer!
You’ve Gotta Lotta Polka Dotta

Making Diamonds out of Dust
CENTRAL IDEA
God cherishes us so much that He crafts us into twinkling, sparkling,
shining jewels.
MAIN POINTS
I. You are a cherished diamond.
II. Through life-eruptions of pressure and extreme heat He’s making
a diamond out of you.
III. Stuck in the debris of past eruptions.
IV. Finding treasure in the ashes.
God loves us too much to give us up to our own ways. As written in The
Book of John, “In this world we will have distress.” Life is a training camp.
Eruptions, pressure, and heat will come. It’s our choice to remain buried
under the ashes or to find the treasure in the refinement of the
experiences. We have all messed up and God knows all about it and us.
He knows all about you. Everything. Every thought. Every action. Ever-reeething. Yup. Even that. Think about one thing you don’t want anyone to
know about you…He knows that. Even that! ANND He loves you anyway.
(Psalm 139.)
It is His desire to lavish His love on you. (1 John 3:1) LAVISH. Bunching
several definitions of lavish together: Exuberantly pouring forth in splendid
abundance luxuriant very rich and expensive lushness profusely and
excessively.
His love knows NO end. His love is everlasting. You will never hear this from
Him: “Alright, now you’ve done it. I’m outta here. That’s it. You reached
the limit. I am so done.” Stomp. Stomp. Slam door.
You did something reeeeeally bad. You asked God to forgive you. He did.
But, you won’t forgive yourself…see, you know better than God, So
if He won’t keep you suffering for it, by gum you will!”
Someone came along, piled their stuff in an ash heap on top of
you and skipped off down the road. You were overlooked for a
deserved promotion. You got beat up. You were unfairly accused.
You were cheated, bullied, dumped on. You just can’t forgive those
bad guys. God isn’t saying you are to approve of what they did.
He’s saying you are to let go of it by forgiving their behavior , cuz
He does not want His cherished, YOU, buried under THEIR ashes.
I want that! See a toddler wanting to be picked up. Little hands are
clenching and unclenching over and over again indicating their
desire to be lifted up. Approach as a child and do that to your
Father!
Whatever you are going through or have gone through, there is
beauty in those dead ashes. A treasure to behold: YOU!

Cancer! I Spit in Your Face!
CENTRAL IDEA
Reach for the R-O-C-K!
MAIN POINTS
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

The diagnosis of incurable stage IV cancer
Treatments, side effects, immune system collapse
Beautiful priceless lessons laced with Holy humor
The Joy in being “Unremarkable.”
Praising and Thanking Him for choosing me for the blessings of
this experience.

Diagnostic procedures: PET scans, CAT scans, the YOU DIRTY RAT scan,
Lymphadenectomy, biopsy, bone marrow biopsy, blood tests.
The Dr. says, “You have an incurable form of stage IV. non-Hodgins lymphoma. I
think, “The next stage is the one out of town.” Then, I start crying. I want to kick a wall,
pound a desk, let out unabashed Tarzan yells, and cry all at the same time.
Holy Spirit ministers to me. Tells me to armor UP because I am being sent into battle!
I hear this playing in my mind, "My deliverer is coming'. My deliverer is standing by." I cry
off and on and ice my eyes to go teach my classes at the college. Sounds contradictory,
but I also had a feeling of how much fun it was going to be in the midst of a God miracle!
Getting hit by a Mack truck. My inner dialogue went like this:
Me, "This form of cancer is incurable."
Daddy, "So is getting hit by a Mack Truck."
I giggled out loud and thanked God for the laugh. Further insights came. The event of
our "incurable" moment is in His timing. The second we leave this earthly plain, no
matter what causes our exit, the cause is incurable. Cancer, meat stuck in in your
throat, or getting hit by a Mack Truck. Later, I learned the difference between an
instant Mack Truck death and years of slow motion Mack Truck dying.
My prayer: Father, I hope I learn all that You want to teach me. sniff sniff . Please
don’t let one smidge of the steenkeeg pain on this path be wasted.
Many lessons were learned all laced with Holy Humor because humor is my
language.
JOY comes in the bright Spiritual morning. Four years of treatments that didn’t
work. Then, one day, the PET scan showed NO sign of cancer activity. It was a normal
and unremarkable. Morning has broken. Mourning has turned into dancing. Healed. One
word: JESUS.
Shout to the Lord! Let the praises ring!

The Story of The Red Hot Mamas Impossible Reality
CENTRAL IDEA
Using our creative nature, we are able to embrace the so-called “impossible”
to make it a reality by serving from the heart.
I.
II.
III.
IV.

MAIN POINTS

The birth of a Red Hot idea
From Sherman Avenue, small town Idaho to Broadway Baybee!
The beating heart underneath all the La-tee-dah.
The significance of The Red Hot Mamas impossible reality to everyone
else with a dream.

Impossible is just a word. It is not the truth. The impossible is not impossible. If
one has-been middle-aged woman from a small town neighborhood in the panhandle of
Idaho is able to develop inexperienced women sporting pot bellies and thunder thighs
into a nationally acclaimed comedy performance company, anything is possible. The
company of 80+ vibrant women have been invited for a feature performance by the
Creative Producers of the Queen Mother of all parades, The Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
Parade, three times and been invited by the President of the United States to perform
at two Inaugurations, and traveled across the pond to London, England in acceptance
of their New Year’s Day performance invitation, “all things are possible.”
Be inspired:
 “The only place where your dream becomes impossible is in your own thinking.” Robert





Schuller

“It always seems impossible until its done.” Nelson Mandela.
“Sometimes I’ve believed as many as six impossible things before breakfast.” Lewis Carroll
“In order to attain the impossible, one must attempt the absurd.” - Miguel de Cervantes
“When you wish upon a star, makes no difference who you are. When you wish upon a
star, your dreams come true.” Walt Disney’s Jiminy Cricket
 “All things are possible with God.” Biblical Author, Paul
 “Those who get on well in this world are the people who get up and look for the
circumstances they want and if they can’t find them, make them.” George Bernard Shaw

The purpose in the mission:
 Break down boundaries and barriers of human judgement toward each other: “Humor is





the shortest distance between two people.” Victor Borge
Strike a blow against Ageism.
Be HOT! “Be ye hot or cold lest I spit you out.” Bible. I choose to be HOT like a comet!
To operate in Synergy hooked arm in arm.
Help People. 100’s of women who felt a life of value was behind them, found a new
sense of worth. 1,000’s of audience members were boosted by the joy shining out from
Red Hot Mama performances. Beneficiaries of over 300 Red Hot Mama supported
community service events have been helped.

What are you being told is impossible?

Creativity: The Key to Personal Fulfillment
CENTRAL IDEA
Living life with a sense of something greater emanates as creativity
elevates the life-experience to a sweet spot of satisfaction.
MAIN POINTS
I. At last, an understandable definition of creativity.
II. Personal creative involvement is a path to self-actualization.
III. Discovering your creative sweet spot.
Noise! Kierkegaard uses this simile: Early settlers in American use to beat on pots and
pans at night making noise to Keep the wolves away. This is what we do by
keeping busy. When we keep the “noise” (Television. Magazines. Texting.
Facebook. IM. IPod. IWtEvr.) going, the constant agitated diversion avoids the
anxiety of personal deep creative thoughts. What are the ‘constant agitated
diversions’ in your life?
In researching this fascinating subject, I find many philosophers and scientists of
note have found creativity fascinating enough to author volumes of material on the
topic. While there are many different approaches and theories, one common strain
runs throughout. From Plato to Kierkegaard to Modern philosophers there is a
connection of creativity to a higher realm of thinking, deeper thought, and soulful
and/or spiritual origins.
Many noted philosophers (Rossman, Hadamard, Maire, Ghiselin, Ribot) equate
creation with a gestation period followed by illumination leading to a burst of
creativity as in the process of childbirth.
Personal creativity can greatly impact your entire life, both personal and professional
on a deeper level. Life goes on, but you approach it with a “SENSE OF
SOMETHING GREATHER”. A balance exists. If something at work or home is
frustrating, it may keep being frustrating, BUT, because of the depth of your
creative involvement, you have a SENSE OF SOMETHING GREATER than your
work ambitions and family challenges within you. An ongoing creative outlet can
be an excellent stress management tool because it connects us to the soulful,
spiritual, deeper aspects of ourselves that will permeate and transcend the
anxieties of life.
In the Creative Attitude by Abraham Maslow “The concept of creativeness and
the concept of healthy, self-actualizing, fully human person seem to be coming
closer and closer together, and may perhaps turn out to be the same thing.”
A poem entitled, “When I am an Old Woman” lists all the colorful and interesting
things she will do when she is old.
Why wait to be old?

Red Hot Hospitality
CENTRAL IDEA
How to create unique, fun, and nurturing celebrations to bless the
hearts of guests, out of “nothing” by focusing on what you have rather
than what you don’t have, and serving others with the means made
available to us.
MAIN POINTS
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

The value of extending hospitality to others from Biblical
Hospitality and Examples.
Developing your own hospitality style in harmony with God’s oneof-a-kind design of you instead of doing it because, “We’ve always
done it that way.”
Designing guest-centered ambience because “It’s not about Y-O-U.”
Components of ambience
Designing ambience by using items you already have
Becoming a Woman After God’s Own Heart

You’ve cooked and cleaned for three days to make everything just perfect.
 The turkey is brined.
 The cake is frosted.
 The napkins, plates, and utensils set.
 Laundry folded, porch swept, dog brushed, newspapers out, carpet vacuumed, and
toothpaste spots off the mirror.

You look around and think, “This is generic. It’s the same thing I do for every

holiday, birthday, and gathering, AND, I can’t believe how much I dented our
budget to do this.”
It’s stimulating and fun to shake up our M.O. by putting purposeful thought
into specifically who the celebrated person will be at your gathering.
 What are their hobbies, likes, hopes, and dreams?
 What is their history?
Then, have a blast customizing everything to be about who they are by using
unexpected resources.
“Love Never Fails.”
This theme uses characterizations, music and fun
celebrating the strength found in His Joy!

Ageism: Indiscriminate Discrimination
CENTRAL IDEA
The aging population suffers from rampant prejudice and
discrimination called Ageism which results in society being deprived of
the experience, knowledge and joy older people have to offer.
MAIN POINTS
I. The prejudice suffered by the aging population runs through all
other areas of discrimination as it damages human lives and
stagnates the growth of society.
II. Strategies to stand against the buried bias of Ageism.
III. The world will be a better place as the societal benefits of stopping
Ageism discrimination will be far reaching.
While checking out at the grocery store, the clerk asked me if I would like
help out to my car.

I replied with a no thank you. She asked me if I was sure. I said yes, thank you. As she
handed me the receipt she said in a baby talk voice, “Now are you sure we can’t help
you with your bags?” By this time my evil twin wanted to smack her. I know she was
just being a good employee with a kind heart, but what this type of behavior indicates
to the receiver is: “I see you are old and feeble. You have misplaced pride and should
accept help. You are not capable of doing this and don’t have enough mental capacity to
know it.”

While getting my blood drawn for lab tests, the phlebotomist asked me what
I was going to do with the rest of my day.
I said I had planning to do for my performance group. She asked what that was so I
explained The Red Hot Mamas to her. I could see her eyeballs fuzz-out and glaze-over
as I was speaking. As I got up, she said with a sick condescending tone, “Well, it’s nice
for you to have something to keep you busy.” WHAT!?!! Again the evil twin was
yearning to bust out, “I’m plenty busy. I am a college professor. I maintain a loving
marriage and family. I write books and give motivational speeches. I teach dance, take
Zumba classes, lift weights, and hey, I can even do the splits. Can you?” Making
assumptions such as this exemplifies bias and is discrimination.

The Red Hot Mamas are sisterchix who love and believe in each other.
They send a message through their song: “We’re Not Gonna Take It”. As women age,
they suffer massive discrimination in the form of ageism. Society judges wrinkles with:
“over the hill”, “out of touch”, “time to hit the pasture”, “incompetent” and “worthless”.
This manifests itself by being overlooked for promotions and interviews and dismissal of
ideas, “How could a fossil’s opinion be relevant?”

Ageism, according to an article in the Encyclopedia of Aging, by Cathy Monsees, is a deep and
profound prejudice that occurs when people stereotype others based age. It occurs throughout
society in varying degrees, in television, advertising, movies, stores, hospitals, and jobs.

Rebelling against the buried bias of Ageism.

Through Dark Nights to Springtime
CENTRAL IDEA
Trusting the Powerful Wisdom of “the Rock that is greater than you” to
bring you through dark nights to a brighter day.
MAIN POINTS
I.

The Dark Night of the Soul. The grief of giving up our flesh, Self,

wants, plans and Jesus said in Mark 14, “My soul is exceedingly
sorrowful …to the point of death…Never the less, not my will, but Yours
be done.”
II. The Dark Night of the Spirit. The devastation of feeling separation
from God as Jesus said in Mark 15, “My God, my God, why have you
forsaken me?”
III. The Breath of Springtime. Entering a time of blossoming green
meadows as stated in Ezekiel 37, “The Sovereign LORD says to these dry
bones that could not live: I will make breath enter you, and you will
come to life and stand on your feet. I will put my Spirit in you and you
will live….Then you will know that I have done it.”

WE all experience dark nights, a body of challenging heavy time, that can be as
short as an earthly night or as long as many years. Your heart may grow faint. You may
want to die. You will not be able to make sense of it or understand it with limited
human wisdom. This looks different for each of us: Death of loved ones, illness, injury,
victimization, financial loss, guilt, shame, hate, and….
My dark nights came in the form of a childhood of abuse; severe depression; and four
years of chemotherapy for incurable stage IV cancer during which I suffered the
excruciating pain of shingles in my eye and the loss of all the elements of my life that
defined me to me. I rolled in physical and spiritual pain asking God to please take me
home.
Even though I could not see the view at the end of the dark, I know now that He was
communing with me there, molding, changing, and preparing me for His future
purpose. Is He doing this in your life too?
Sharing stories, often humorous (Because this is the way He speaks to me in my
language), He wrote from my experiences through the dark nights into the fresh breath
of Springtime to help others open up to the lessons; embrace the experience; look to
the hope of the day you will be able to thank God for it; allow Holy Spirit to praise God
for you when you just can’t; be fully human; and refuse to get stuck there.

Expecting a miracle.

Get Your Sparkle On!
CENTRAL IDEA

The way to get your sparkle on is to keep shakin’ the dust off!
MAIN POINTS
I.
II.
III.

The dust that can cover up your sparkle
Sparkling stories
Shakin’ it off.

Think of yourself as a child. You know girls: All dressed up in that sticky-outie
dress twirling around to see how far is will fly. You just have an “all that, uhhuh” sort of feeling. This scenario takes place:
Grown up:
You Child:
Grown up:
You Child:

“You are looking good.”
“I knoooow.“
“You are so talented.”
“Thank you.” (Sparkle. Sparkle.)

Then, you become the grown up and the scenario goes like this:
Peer:
“You are looking good.”
You think: “Yeah right. Bad hair. Pulled these jeans out from under the
bed. New zit on my chin. Seriously. Are you blind?”
Peer:
“You are so talented. “
You think: (Eyes going sideways as you feel awkward) “Oh, if you had
seen the way I yelled at my kids this morning. Or, “I am a
looser. I totally blew it.” Or, “If you only knew….”
So what happens to the childlike acceptance of our value?

Where does our sparkle go?

The Love That Keeps on Giving
CENTRAL IDEA
Looking for love in all the wrong places will keep you circling back to
your heart where God’s Real Love lives.
MAIN POINTS
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

My background
Looking for love in all the wrong places
Where it was found
The difference it made
The possibilities it brings

In the story of Little Red Riding Hood, the big bad wolf dressed up like grama so good,
that her own granddaughter didn’t recognize the wolf for what he was. That is how it is with
the things we think we need to fill up our empty parts. These “things” are a fleeting fantasy
moments cleverly disguised to look like the love we need to be satisfied: Adoring parents,
prince charming, a baby, beauty queens, movie screen images, advanced degrees, and
trophies. Just do a little more, or get to be good enough to get that satisfied feeling. Striving.
Striving. Striving.
I messed up so many times. But, there was always another second chance. God’s Real
Love was inside me all the time, loving me, and offering another chance. I began to touch the
love I’d been working sooo hard for soooo long to know. Like Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz
movie, who went searching for her heart’s desire through all kinds of bazaar stuff, to find it
had been with me all the time.
God had been with me all the time and even revealed Himself to me over and over again
as I kept running after things and stuff that I thought needed to do. I stopped and opened my
eyes to what was staring at me face to face. My own backyard was full of everything I always
wanted.
I felt it warm me as it flowed into that deep empty sad hole I’d been throwing stuff
into for so long. It stuck. Flowed in and stayed there.
I didn’t have to perform to earn His love. My shoes and purse didn’t need to match. He
just gives it to me. Free. And this God father, loved me in all the ways I had always wanted.
Filled up the emptiness and stopped the frenzied search.
Where do we look for love?

You Are an Overcomer!
CENTRAL IDEA
You become the opposite of a cliché as you identify and implement
your own tools in the manner best suited for you to overcome Giants.
MAIN POINTS
I. Classic story of overcoming a giant challenge
II. Real life stories of overcoming challenges using personal skills.
III. Turn “Why me” into “Why not me.” to defeat defeatism.
IV. Create your life however you choose because you are the original you.
One of the times The Red Hot Mamas were invited to perform at a United
States Presidential Inauguration, they could not decide which division we fit into.
First we were put in the marching band division. Then, we were changed to the drill team
division. Not long after, an officer called to apologize for not being able to fit us into the
proper division and that we would be in the equestrian division.

So, we went from being a band to drill team to being horses! Really!?! Eventually,
we were reclassified into our final division. They decided we were a float. Funny right? As a
float, we were in a security holding area at the Pentagon with the tuxedoed and rose chiffon
gowned Mormon Tabernacle Choir. During our time in holding, we all became friendly and
they asked if we would perform for them.
“Ha!” I thought, “Are you kidding me. Here we are in silly costumes and….” This is what
came out of my mouth, “Sure, if you do something for us first.” Their director called my
bluff. A tap-tap from the choir master’s baton brought a flurry of billowing hot pink chiffon
gowns and sleek black tuxedos moving into formation. They faced straight at us and sang
The Battle Hymn of the Republic. We were shaking and most of us were moved to tears.
Then the conductor said, ”It’s your turn.”
We had no choice. In our red house dresses and blue sequined aprons, with hats made of
empty grocery cartons on our heads, we felt grossly inadequate. We had no music. All we
could perform was one of our cadences which we dance in a comedic military style to
entertain while traveling through airports and such.

“Here we come justa dancin’ down the street, singing Red Hot Mamas from Idaho.
Snappin’ our fingers and shufflin’ our feet, singing Red Hot Mamas from Idaho. Look good.
Look fine. Feel so good - it blows my mind. 2-3-4. Boom chucka lucka lucka, Boom chucka
lucka lucka, Boom chucka lucka lucka, Boom chucka lucka lucka, Boom.”

The tent exploded with applause and laughter. They were jumping up and down.
What we thought was inferior, they adored. They even told us they wished they could be so
much fun.

Overcome the tendency to underestimate your value. You may not be the same as
someone else, but you are of equal value in a different way.

There is value BECAUSE of the difference.

You’ve Gotta Lotta Polka Dotta

CENTRAL IDEA

Changing the question, “Is that all there is?” to “Are you ready for this?
MAIN POINTS
I. Hey, what happened to the real me?
II. How do I get to know her again?
III. The benefits of revitalizing the smiles and happiness of refreshing
value in your silly Self, others, and clearance sales.
Polka Dots are plain fun. Expressing laughter and uplifting lighthearted feelings. It is a
beneficial to shed the sensibilities of the little black suit or situation-appropriate attire
sometimes to sprinkle your world with polka dot possibilities.

Never underestimate the value of a childlike approach!
Sometimes as we travel along in life, we lose sight of the value of our ability to be silly,
giggle, and bring that spirit of joy along with our skills and talents to the table of life. We
may even wonder sometimes,

“What ever happened to me? Where did I lose my joy for life along the way?”
Be inspired to reclaim your polka dotta spirit and hook back into childlike playfulness.
Even God Almighty said, “Let the little children come to me, for theirs is the Kingdom of
Heaven.” Childlike acceptance. Glee. Joy.

Ya gotta allow the real you to surface in your maturing life in order to be at
peace with your big bad Self. 

“We do not stop playing because we grow old.
We grow old because we stop playing.”
Oscar Wilde

